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Temperature-a measure of the average kinetic
energy of the particles in a substance-is
proportional to the kinetic energy of atoms and
molecules.
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Section 4 Heat Technology •Analyze several
kinds of heating systems. •Describe how a heat
engine works. •Explain how a refrigerator
keeps food cold. •List some effects of heat
technology on the environment. CRF
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We have designed the 10th Class Physical

Science Mock Test 2021 based on the SCERT
Syllabus “Heat” topic with complete Multiple
Choice Questions (MCQ) of the Chapter for
both medium Secondary Education Student
Studying at any State Board of the Country
with a bundle of the questions suggested by
subject experts, and no need to Create mock
test-1, mock test-2, mock test-3, and others.
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Heat Energy is transferred as heat from the
higher-energy particles to the lower-energy
particles, as shown on the left. The net energy
transferred is zero when thermal equilibrium is
reached, as shown on the right.
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